10 Tips for Publishable Odyssey® Western Blot Data
1. Use the right membrane
Immobilon®-FL PVDF and nitrocellulose membranes are optimal
for ﬂuorescence detection.

2. Dry membrane after transfer
Air-dry membrane after transfer to improve sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio.

3. Optimize blocking conditions
Compare a minimum of three diﬀerent blocking buﬀers by looking at signal
intensity (positive control) against membrane background or negative control to
experimentally determine which blocking buﬀer meets your needs.

4. Optimize the dilution of secondary antibodies
For IRDye® secondary antibodies, begin with a 1:20,000 dilution and adjust
within 1:10,000 to 1:40,000 for optimal sensitivity.

5. Validate primary antibodies
Conﬁrm that the primary antibody is speciﬁc to the target (and isoform).

6. Determine the combined linear range of detection
Optimize loading amounts of the target and internal loading controls within the
combined linear detection range using the graphical tool in Empiria Studio® Software.

7. Use proper experimental controls
Verify the speciﬁcity of antibodies to targets using positive and negative
controls, and use a molecular weight ladder to track sample migration.

8. Normalize data to internal loading controls
Normalize target proteins to total protein loading, modiﬁed forms of
signaling proteins, or validated housekeeping proteins to reduce variability
and enhance accuracy.

9. Perform measurements in replicates
Reduce the impact of variability in biology and technique on data analysis
by measuring data across replicate samples.

10. Use software that generates reproducible results
Empiria Studio provides guided workﬂows that take you from validation
through statistical analysis for reliable results.

For more tips see our blog post:
licor.com/OdysseyTips

Take steps towards better data:
lambdau.net
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Consistency in lab techniques and procedures is crucial for
consistent research results. Watch in-depth tutorials on
topics from Western blotting basics, antibody selection and
validation, to meeting publication requirements on the
Lambda U® On-Demand Western Blot Education Portal.

